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Buy The Book
Thanks to Alpine Publications 
we offer you an excerpt from The 
Right Start For Hunting: Retriev-
er Puppy Training By  Cherylon 
Loveland & Clarice Rutherford 

The pressure tools in the previous chap-
ters, such as the ear pinch and the sling 
shot, are the stepping stones along the 

way to condition your dog to the electric col-
lar. This final tool that allows you to train your 
puppy to the highest level can motivate him 
to become a top-notch obedience competitor, a 
hunting dog with lasting intensity or a willing 
team player in the field trial arena.

As you train your pup at this high level, you 
will have the joy of watching him learn to make 
good decisions by the options that he is given 
and by the options that are taken away. You will 
have the thrill of observing him act on those 
decisions in spite of opposition or difficulty and 
the best part is that all of these goals can be ac-
complished without breaking his spirit.

The introduction to the collar will begin by 
forcing the pup on the obedience commands he 
has learned previously. For the first couple of 
days he will be stimulated on the “sit” command 
only. Because a pup’s reaction to a collar correc-
tion is to move away from the stimulation, it is 
important to counteract that natural tendency by 
getting control on the “sit” command.

By now you should know whether your 
pup is sensitive or not. Settings range from one 
to six on a Tri-tronics collar. Most collars have 
numbered settings with the lowest number hav-
ing the lowest stimulation. The collars can also 
be set for a momentary or continuous stimula-
tion. Determine which level motivates your pup 
without overpowering him and start at that level. 
You don’t want to go through this process by ba-

bying him with very light stimulation and then 
wonder why a higher level of correction in the 
field causes your pup to overreact. Condition 
him to respond well to the levels of stimulation 
that you will need later on. From now on your 
pup will wear one of two collars for every train-
ing session, either the electric collar for when 
corrections will be needed or the dummy collar. 
You will need the following equipment: a choke 
chain, an electric collar, a leash, a long line, and 
a whip.
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